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A Goal Achieved...
A Reason for Pride
In 1896 Frank Broakerof New York State became the first
certified public accountant in the United States. Since that
time hundreds of thousands of men and women have studied
and worked for years to earn the privilege of taking a rigorous
four-part, three-day, 191/2 hour examination. Their goal and
the reward of those who pass: the right to place the
initials "CPA" after their name.

Charles Waldo Haskins, who with Elijah Watt Sells founded
Haskins & Sells in 1895, took an active interest in passage
of the 1896 Act to Regulate the Profession of Public
Accountancy in New York. Mr. Haskins qualified as a CPA
under the Act and was named first president of the Board of
State Examiners of Public Accountants, which was established
by the Act. Mr. Haskins also played a key role in the
founding in 1900 of the School of Commerce, Accounts and
Finance of New York University and was its first dean.
In 1917 the AAPA changed its name to American Institute of
Accountants and on June 14 and 15 of that year held its first
CPA examinations. One hundred twenty-one candidates sat for
that test, and 93 passed. (More than 30,000 candidates sat
for the November 1972 exams.)

Certification is official recognition that an accountant has
achieved the levels of competence and proficiency demanded
of those who want to call themselves certified public
accountants. Like the licensed physician and practicing
attorney, the CPA is a professional who must not only take and
pass required college courses but also satisfy a "jury of his
peers" that he is competent to practice his profession.

Most state accounting laws were passed between the turn of the
century and the early 1930s. It was not until 1952 that the
last of the states- Pennsylvania-adopted the AICPA
uniform exam for CPAs, and it was only in 1962 that New
Jersey became the final state to utilize the advisory
grading service of the AICPA.

For the applicant who has satisfied the educational
requirements (in addition to several years of actual work
experience in some states) the CPA test is the final hurdle.
Behind the more obvious mechanics of the test—which covers
accounting practice, accounting theory, business law and
auditing — is the complex structure consisting of national
organization, state professional groups, practicing CPAs
and educational institutions whose efforts are required to
produce semi-annual examinations that reflect the changing
requirements of U.S.—indeed international —business, law
and finance. And overshadowing it all is a rich tradition
and heritage stretching back more than 75 years.

As presently structured the CPA exam is unique: It is a
national examination whose results are generally accepted in
54 jurisdictions, including the 50 states, District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands.
Earlier, individual states had administered their own CPA
tests, a system far more expensive than the present
arrangement. Even more serious were the certification problems
that sometimes arose because of differences in state tests
and requirements for CPAs moving from one state to another.
One of the major advantages of the present system lies in
its making the passing of one standardized test mandatory
for anyone anywhere in the country who wants to be a CPA.

All U.S. CPA exams today are developed and administered by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA), first incorporated in 1887 as the American
Association of Public Accountants. At the end of its first
year the AAPA, designed to foster more respect in this
country for the profession of accounting and modeled after
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales,
had a membership of 25 fellows and seven associates.
Today the AICPA has some 90,000 members.

Exactly how does the CPA exam system work? If the AICPA
forms the broad organizational base for the program, the
16-member Board of Examiners is the operational g roup charged
with development, administration and grading of each test.
Members of the Board, about half with primary interests in
the practicing profession and the other half from the
academic world, are selected by the president of the
AICPA and serve a three-year term. Roughly half the Board's
membership is made up of current or former members of state
boards of accountancy. All are CPAs and usually chosen
because of a particular field of expertise, such as taxes,
law, statistics or computers. Because of the important
relationship that must be maintained between the profession
and the college and university system, most of the practicing
accountants on the Board have some association
with the academic world.

In 1893 the New York Board of Regents granted a charter for
incorporation to the New York School of Accounts, the first
school of accounting in the United States.
Seven pupils enrolled in the first class.
Three years later, in 1896, New York became the first state
in the Union to establish legal requirements for anyone
wanting to call himself a CPA: He had to be a citizen of the
U.S., a resident of New York or doing business in that state,
of good moral character, and he had to possess a university
certificate attesting to the fact that he had the
qualifications to practice as a public accountant.
If the "good moral character" requirement of the 1896
legislation has a quaint ring to it, we might point out that
today some 40 states require CPA candidates to take and pass
supplementary ethics exams before they can be certified.
A CPA found guilty of unethical practices can lose his
certification, as can one convicted of criminal charges.

The Board of Examiners meets twice a year and works at least
three examinations in advance, a procedure demanded by the
complex logistics involved in giving the same exam to more
than 30,000 people simultaneously in 93 cities across the
United States and in Puerto Rico. (Some 50,000 copies of each
exam are printed and the security that must be maintained
would give nightmares to the head of security at Fort Knox.)
After the tests are taken, all papers-identified only by
serial number to guarantee anonymity of the candidate and
impartiality of the grader-are forwarded to AICPA
headquarters in New York City for grading, which is done by

practicing CPAs, CPA educators or by attorneys. Each grades
only one question. While the true-false and multiple choice
sections may be machine graded, the essay questions offer not
only more latitude to the candidate taking the test but more
of a challenge to the grader responsible for that question.

are submitted by major accounting firms, by the American
Accounting Association, by accounting professors and students,
by state accounting societies and state boards, and by
members of the Board itself. Most of the questions
submitted have to be reworked by the AICPA staff.

There is no single "proper" answer for many of the questions.
The "best" answer is one in which the candidate grasps the
question in sufficient depth to recognize the peripheral
implications involved and then presents a broad, solid
analysis which "replies" on several levels to the question posed.

Every test must be different, of course. As a first step in
preparing an outline, the Board analyzes exams given in the
past. New topics are selected for inclusion, "holes" in past
tests filled in, stress put on important new areas.
Questions are always included to reveal whether the candidate
is keeping abreast of new accounting policies and procedures.

Obviously this makes the grader's task more difficult, since
a grading point system is used to differentiate between a
"basic" treatment of a question and one that probes deeply
into more subtle, complex areas. However, the nature of
accounting and the AlCPA's interest in having the test scores
reflect the knowledge and ability of the candidate require
this more demanding and time-consuming grading procedure.
The CPA exams are given every May and November, and 75 is
passing grade for each section. Only about 10 percent of the
candidates pass all four sections the first time they sit for
the exam. Other statistics are not readily verifiable since
the AICPA has no information on whether the candidate has
written all parts not previously passed, only those for
which presently qualified, or only those chosen for the
current examination. The Elijah Watt Sells Award, the
'profession's highest honor for CPA candidates, goes to those
with the top grades who pass all four sections when they take
the exam. The awards include a gold medal, silver medal and a
variable number of honorable mentions.
Grading can be reviewed and almost always is for grades that
are just below the passing level. Although the AICPA does
the grading, the state boards are usually charged by law
with final grading decisions. However, few changes are ever
made by the state boards because of the problem this would
create for a certificate holder in obtaining reciprocity in
another state. Thus, if an accountant relocates to another
state and applies for certification in his new home state,
the latter might request the original certificate-granting
state to verify that the candidate has received a passing
grade on the AlCPA-prepared and graded examination.
Although certain state procedures and requirements can
complicate matters for a very small number of CPAs, in
most instances certification by the states is granted
automatically where application is made to state boards and
the applicant has fulfilled legal and professional
requirements.The ideal situation, according to
some in the profession, would be automatic certification in
all states-in effect a "national certification"-for all
those passing the exam, While this may be highly desirable,
there seems little chance of such a development in the near
future. Most state boards still insist that all final
decisions on certification remain at the state level.
The validity of any test depends on the quality and relevance
of the questions presented. Where do the questions for the
CPA exam originate and how are they developed?
Each test is first outlined by the Board of Examiners.
After the general "outline" is put in final form, the Board
goes into the specifics of questions. Potential questions

Other questions are designed to determine the candidate's
awareness of the changes taking place in our society that
affect his profession.
The Board monitors all developments in legal, business and
financial areas that bear on questions of accounting and
auditing, commercial law, taxes and related areas. When
anything takes place that highlights the possible need for a
change in procedures or underlines the necessity for more
caution in certain situations, test questions are included
which reflect these developments.
Emphasis on various subjects can shift over the years. Areas
such as management advisory services and statistics are being
given more attention today than in the past because of their
growing importance to the profession of accounting.
While it may appear mechanical on the surface, the process
of developing, administering and grading the exams is by no
means routine. There is a constant interplay of tensions
between the AICPA, state associations and the academic world.
The colleges and universities generally tend to take a more
advanced view of what a CPA should be required to know, while
state boards often lean toward the conservative side.
As one example, most of the better schools today are teaching
more advanced mathematics to accounting majors than many
state boards believe necessary. On the other hand, many schools
used to teach so-called accounting courses that were really little
more than procedurally-oriented bookkeeping.Thankstothe
efforts of the AICPA and some state boards, an increasing
number of schools are giving more advanced conceptuallyoriented accounting courses.
Several states [New York is one] require two years of practical
work experience before anyone can qualify as a CPA.
Candidates are not permitted to take certain sections of the
exam in some states until they meet this requirement.
The AICPA has suggested that a five-year college course be
substituted for the present four-year term, with subsequent
elimination of the work requirement. The question is under
discussion and may be adopted in the future, although there is
considerable resistance to it in some quarters.
The AICPA also believes more emphasis should be placed on
written and spoken English. At present this has only an
indirect influence on test grades since major concern is for
technical competence. The CPA must not only have the required
knowledge and background, the AICPA insists, but he
should be able to communicate this knowledge in the most
effective and efficient manner. And this requires a good
command of written and oral English.
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new partners
"Each year as we select new people for positions of leadership
in Haskins & Sells, I am impressed at the same time both with
the consistency and the diversity among the group....
There is a high degree of consistency in the qualities of
competence, dedication and vigor that they bring to their new
responsibilities. On the other hand, there is considerable
diversity among them in terms of background,
personality and even age'.'

While almost everyone agrees that more stress should be
placed on communications skills, no really practical method
has yet been found to incorporate an evaluation of
communications skills in the CPA exam system.
If there are complaints that the AICPA moves too slowly on one
hand, there also are those who insist that it tries to change
policy and procedures too rapidly. The truth, as one might
expect, lies somewhere in the middle. In 1963, the AICPA and
the Carnegie Corporation of New York jointly financed a study
commission charged with fixing and determining the common
body of knowledge required of all practicing CPAs.
The group was headed by Elmer G. Beamer, at that time H&S
partner in charge of the Cleveland office. (Mr. Beamer
retired in June 1972.} The subsequent report, published in
1967 under the title "Horizons for a Profession," not only
triggered major revisions in education and experience
policies adopted by the AICPA, but continues today as a goal
and ideal toward which the profession is working.

So begins the statement by Michael N. Chetkovich,
H&S managing partner, in the 1973 New Partners and
New Managers announcement. Two of the men elected to
partnership in June 19" 73 come to H&S from distinguished
careers elsewhere and illustrate most clearly this diversity
of background and personality coupled with consistency in
terms of competence, dedication and vigor. On this page then,
special H&S Reports profiles of Hector R. Anton
and Raymond N. Foust, new partners of our Firm.

I f history lends perspective to the present, can it also be
helpful in projecting what the future may bring?
Today's CPA exam is far more complex than in the past,
reflecting the growing complexity of our society, of business
and the regulations governing it and of the very function of
the CPA. This process can be expected to continue, perhaps
even to accelerate, and the CPA candidate sitting down to
take the 1980 exam may find himself faced
with questions undreamed of today.
The day may also come when the accounting student will work
toward his CPA, and the CPA will study for a "specialist"
certificate, much as a medical student works first for his M.D.
and then may continue on toward a recognized specialty.
The nature of business in the years ahead may demand the
skills not only of the CPA as we know him today, but also of
CPAs who have received considerable advanced training
in specialties such as taxes, law, management advisory
services or data processing. Such specialists already
represent a vital segment of the profession. All that would
be required would be establishment of minimum training and
educational requirements and formal recognition of these
specialties by the profession.

Hector.R. Anton

This ever-increasing complexity of life may also require that
tomorrow's CPA continue his education after he is certified.
Twelve states now insist that a minimum number of seminar
hours or college credits be taken by practicing CPAs if
they want to remain certified. It is quite probable that
continuing education requirements may eventually become the
rule rather than the exception.
The CPA examination is not simply a group of questions
designed to test an individual's familiarity with a common
body of knowledge. It also is intended to ensure that every
CPA possesses certain basic working skills and techniques.
Even more important, perhaps, is its challenging of CPA
candidates to measure their awareness of how outside
developments are affecting their chosen profession, to fix
their ability to grasp key concepts and apply them to
specific problems and, in the final analysis, to decide
whether a given individual has the mental capacity and
maturity to qualify as a certified public accountant.
The CPA exam tests far more than a candidate's memory
of what he was taught in school. Anyone who has qualified
has good reason to wear his title with pride.

•

Raymond N. Foust

